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The dissertation conducts a corpus-based study of Howard Goldblatt’s translation
style of Mo Yan’s novels on the lexical, collocational and syntactic levels by drawing
on the theoretical achievements in such fields as Media-translatology, the Skopos
Theory and the Polysystem Theory, etc. In 1993, Mona Baker introduces the
corpus-based approach to translation style studies, which paved the way for a
consistent, comprehensive and brand-new research perspective and paradigm. From
there on, corpus-based studies of translator and translation style attracts intense
interest among translators and linguists and gradually become the focus of research in
this field.
Inspired by her endeavor, translators at home begin to set foot in the research of
translation style recently. However, there are sparsely-touched and unsystematic
empirical studies on the style of Howard Goldblatt’s translation, which leads to the
dilemma that the conclusions don’t offer very explanatory power. Thereby, under the
spectacular backdrop of the “Going out” Project of Chinese literature and culture, it is
of particular value to conduct some in-depth and multi-dimensional corpus-based
exploration of the translation style of Howard Goldblatt. The general objectives of the
present study are to provide implications for the style study of other translators, and
offer methodological and practical instructions for the successful dissemination of
Chinese literature and culture to the West so as to overcome the difficulty for the
“Going-out” Project of Chinese literature and culture.
The empirical research starts from Chapter Three “The Construction and
Application of CEPCOMN ”, in which the construction procedures and applications
of CEPCOMN are illustrated in details, including corpus design, data collection, data
sampling, segmentation and annotation, etc. Following that, a multi-dimensional and
multi-level empirical exploration of the English translated texts of Mo Yan is carried
out in order to ensure the analysis to be in a more systematic, comprehensive and
reliable manner by combining parallel corpus-based and comparable corpus-based
approaches (Chapter Four to Chapter Six). On the lexical level, five parameters,
including lexical variability, average word length, lexical density, part of speech














English translated texts of CEPCOMN seem to display a mixture of some translation
universals, such as explicitation, implication and simplification, etc., which
occasionally questions and throws doubt upon the hypotheses of translation universals
on the lexical level. This indicates that translation universals are relative and partial
notions to a certain extent（Chapter Four）. Investigations on the collocational level
manifest that the English translated texts of CEPCOMN are of the following two
distinctive features: (1) The co-existence of the hypotheses of simplification,
normalization and de-normalization; (2) Simplification and normalization as the main
features while de-normalization as the secondary（Chapter Five）. Besides, detailed
analyses of the following dimensions on the syntactic level are conducted, including
average sentence length, average paragraph length, sentence parallelism in
Chinese-English translation, possessive pronouns, the frequency and
semantic prosody of passive constructions. It is found that the average sentence length
and average paragraph length of the English translated novels of CEPCOMN are
longer than those of the original English novels; In Chinese-English translation,
correspondence is the primary transformation type, while sentence is the main
translation unit; The translated novels of CEPCOMN show more syntactic hypotactic
features than English and Chinese original novels; The frequency of passive
constructions in the English translated novels is significantly higher than that of the
Chinese original novels but lower than that of the English original novels. A major
proportion of the passive constructions in the English translated novels of CEPCOMN
carry neutral connotations as far as semantic prosody is concerned（Chapter Six）. In
Chapter Seven, translation features, translation strategies, together with the merits,
demerits and controversies of the translation of CEPCOMN are summarized and
discussed by means of qualitative approach. It is expected that qualitative and
quantitative approaches can be combined in the study so that the two approaches can
be complementary and explanatory to each other. Hence, the translation style study of
Howard Goldblatt can be more scientific, rigorous and artistic, consequently, a
persuasive and comprehensive conclusion can be arrived at.
“Conclusion” sums up the findings, contributions and deficiencies inherent of the
research and offers some suggestions for future research in the field. As has been
observed in the preceding chapters, there is a tendency of co-existence of some














This exhibits the hybrid nature of translated languages and it confirms the reason why
translated languages are also labeled as the “third codes”. Meanwhile, it is found that
some demerits unavoidably exist in the translation of Howard Goldblatt. However, his
distinctive translation style and superb skills provide invaluable implications for
Chinese literature and culture translation overseas. The present study contributes in
one way or another to translation studies theoretically, methodologically and
practically. Theoretically, with the combination of corpus-based approach and
descriptive translation studies, a tentative research model of integrating the styles of
Chinese original novels and their counterpart English translation is proposed, and due
importance of the osmotic effect of Chinese source language on English target
language is attached to, which to some degree leads to the systematicity and
scientificity of the study. Methodologically, the present study explores the translated
language style by adopting the model in which bilingual parallel corpus-based
approach and monolingual comparable corpus-based approach are combined. Besides,
inter-disciplinary research methods also render the analysis more systematic,
comprehensive and multi-dimensional. Practically, the comprehensive research on the
style of the translations by Howard Goldblatt serves to distinguish and define what
kinds of literary works are popular in the West, and explores how and why his
translation is accepted and hailed as a masterpiece overseas, which is of significant
value in providing guidance for the “Going-out” Project of Chinese literature and
culture. As a result, the findings of the study can serve as references for the formation
of policies concerned in China. Despite of the contributions and innovations
mentioned above, the present study still suffers from some limitations and
deficiencies in corpus size, corpus annotation and in-depth analysis and explanation of
the data, etc. Some tentative suggestions are also put forth in the hope that the present
study may work as a trigger for further explorations in the corpus-based translation
studies and the interactive relationship research between source and target languages.
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